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present invention avoids. The breasts are not
This invention relates to body garments, par
retained properly in the pockets, even when the
ticularly to breast Supporting garments, and has
garment is fastened very tightly around the
for an object the provision of improvements in
back and over the shoulders.
this art. The invention will be described espe
According to the present invention, there is
cially in connection with brassières, but with the
Secured to the garment a relatively narrow band
understanding that it applies to other breast Sup
20 which is shorter around the back than the
porting garmentS Such as slips, corselets, bath
main garment along its back . The band 2
ing Suits, dresses and the like.
may be made in two parts which are connected
An object of the invention is to keep large
at their front ends to the reinforcement 9 as
breasts in the preferred natural position with 10 by
Stitching 2 . Elastic sections 22 of any Suitable
the greatest possible comfort and convenience.
and length may be secured in the ends
Another object is to prevent broken tendons and strength
of
the
band
20 to assist in securing it tightly
to properly support breasts with broken or un
around the body and for providing Some resil
duly extended tendons. Another object is to pre
iency. Hooks 23 and eyes 24 or other suitable
Went the disarrangement and discomfort due to
means may be provided for Securing the ends
breasts slipping below the garment pockets. An
of the band 20 together,
other object is to avoid the necessity of drawing
At approximately the bottom edge of each
the garment excessively tight around the body
breast pocket the lower edge of the spaced ends
to keep the breasts in proper position. Another
of the band 20 are secured to the body of the
object is to avoid the necessity of keeping the 20 garment
by rows of Stitching 25. This stitching
shoulder straps excessively tight to hold the
extends across the full width of the pocket or
breastS in proper positoin. Another object is to
slightly further, leaving the ends of the band
allow freedom of movement of the arms and
free. The upper edge of the band is also left
body without the likelihood of having the breasts
free and this permits the band to be Secured
moved out of proper position. Another object
underneath the breasts around the body directly
is to permit easy breathing and to avoid cutting
over the ribs and below the shoulder blades in a
or chafing which might give rise to cancer or
Very comfortable and effective manner. The
other serious trouble. These and other objects,
in effect, constitutes a partial inner portion
advantages and features of novelty Will be evi 30 band,
of
the
pocket and, since it is tightly secured.
dent from the following description of an illus

around the body and under the breasts, it fully

trative embodiment of the invention, reference

prevents the breasts from slipping down out of
the pockets. Ina Smuch as the band 20 is secured
directly around the straight part of the body,

being made to the accompanying drawing where
l

Fig. 1 is an inside view of a brassière embody
ing the invention; and

Fig. 2 is a vertical section taken approximately
on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1.
Referring to the drawing, which shows the
invention applied to a brassière, the body O of
the garment is provided With back portions f
carrying connecting elements such as hooks 2

and eyes 3. Some adjustment in effective length
may be provided in any usual Way. At the lower
edge, straps 4 and hooks 5 may be provided
for connection to a girdle. At the top, shoulder
straps 6 are provided. Pockets for the breasts
are formed by pleating or otherwise, one of the
pleats 18, which also serves as reinforcing, being
shown for each pocket. The pockets are sepa
rated at the center by a relatively wide rein
forcement 9 Which serves to keep the breasts
Spaced from each other.
The parts as thus far described are usual in
brassières. But when such a brassière is Worn,

it gives rise to many discomforts which the
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it maintains its position even if not drawn very

tightly; but if it is drawn quite tightly, it will
not be uncomfortable and Will not chafe because
it is relatively narrow and is well located.
The band 20 is somewhat shorter than the
40 main body of the garment along the back f,
and the latter may be fastened more loosely than
when the anchor strap 20 is not provided. Nev
ertheless, large breasts will be held more effec

tively and permanently in position than previ

45 Ously.

In use, the anchor band 20 is first secured
Snugly around the body. If it needs to be tight
ened somewhat, the ends may be doubled and
Sewed, as is usual in making garment strap ad
justments. In applying, the unstitched upper

front edge of the anchor band is placed well up
under the breasts and the free ends fastened

around the back. Then the body of the bras
sière is secured around the body over the anchor

strap. It need not be drawn very tightly but
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just enough to be comfortable. The anchor strap
largely holds the entire garment in position and,
since it is placed on a straight Solid part of the
body, it effectively holds its position and fully
prevents the breasts from slipping down out of
the pockets. Only a narrow ZOne is embraced
by the anchor band, hence breathing is unob
structed. The band is made sufficiently wide to
prevent cutting or chafing.
It is thus seen that the invention provides a

said band from between the breast pockets to
the free ends of the band and the lower edge of

5

10

the band from the breast pockets to its free ends
being unattached to said body portion, whereby
said band Will maintain the breasts Of the Wearer
in the breast pockets of the body portion.
2. A garment of the character described com
prising in combination, an Outer body portion
provided with breast pockets and means for Se

curing it around the body and Over the breasts,
and an anchor band provided With free ends and
means for Securing said ends together, said band
ment has been particularly described, it is to . . being attached to the inside of the body portion
be understood that the invention may have war - along the lower edge of its length to and acroSS
ious embodiments within the limits of the prior 5 the lower edge of the breast pockets and across
art and the scope of the subjoined claims.
its width between the breast pockets, the upper
I claim:
edge of said band from between the breast pock
1. A garment of the character described com ets to the ends of the band and the lower edge
prising in combination, an outer relatively wide
Of the band from the breast pockets to its ends
body portion provided with breast-receiving pock 20 being
unattached to said body portion, the ends
ets and means for securing the body portion
of the anchor band being shorter than the ends
around the body and over the breasts of the
of the body portion at the back and having re

simple, effective, hygienic and attractive support
for large breasts. And while one form of gar

Wearer, and a relatively narrower anchor band

provided with free outer ends, said band being
attached to the inside of the body portion along

the lower edge of its length to and across the
lower edge of the breast pockets and across its

width to the central part of the body portion
between the breast pockets, the upper edge of

siliency, whereby said anchor band may be

stretched more tightly over the back than the
nected together independently of the body por
body portion and the free ends of the band con

tion.
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